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CMB Space missions: a window
to astroparticle physics
Prof. Nicola Vittorio from Università degli Studi di Roma ‘Tor Vergata’ gives an absorbing
insight into CMB Space missions and why they are a window to astroparticle physics
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9th February 2018). This structure will
be revised once the LiteBIRD mission
will be approved and the so-called
Phase B will start, early in 2019.
The participation of the European CMB
community in LiteBIRD was solicited
by a formal letter of the ISAS/JAXA
Director-General. A potential junior
partnership of ESA on the JAXA-led
mission LiteBIRD could be realised
through a Mission of Opportunity
(MoO), if there is a clear scientific
The CMB is the oldest light reaching us "here and now". The ESA/Planck observations of this
light show tiny intensity fluctuations that bring information on regions that had slightly
different densities when the universe was 380 000 years old. The existence of these regions
explains the large scale structure of the universe we observe today

return to ESA’s scientific community.
However, ESA cannot approve a MoO
before LiteBIRD is formally selected
by JAXA.
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